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Hunter x hunter old man vs king

in: Episodes, List of Episodes (2011 series), Chimera Ant arc Share Chapter 292Chapter 296 from page 18Chapter 297Chapter 298 to page 8 Departure! Second version- Zero × And × Rose (中中××ンー中, Zero × To × Rōzu) is the 126th episode of Hunter × Hunter 2011 series. It was first broadcast on
April 23, 2014. Overview Meruem's claim about checkmate to Netero continues as they fight to the death. In its last booth netero activates its most powerful attack, Zero Hand, which does little or no damage to the king. However, it was Meruem who had been in checkmate the whole time when Netero
activates Poor Man's Rose. Summary The battle between Chimera Ant King Meruem and Hunter Chairman Netero carries on in the underground tomb. With each attempt of retaliation, meruem is countered by the hands of the 100-Type Guanyin Bodhisattva. The king is constantly thrown across the
room, seemingly at a disadvantage towards the quiet Netero. Finally, Netero moves out of his position and delivers another major blow to the king. But only admiration reigns within the king, admiration for Netero's abilities. When he attacks continuously, Meruem analyzes Netero's rhythm, as in the way of
playing Gungi with Komugi. He reads that Netero needs to put his hands together before using the attack. But with each counterattack from Netero, Meruem reveals himself to be unharmed. He praises Netero for his power but Netero believes that an insect should not talk down to humans. Meruem
attacks again with great speed, surprising Netero. The king presses Netero to reveal more of his attacks, because the President could do nothing but defend. Meruem laughs to himself as Netero believes that the king's speed and ability to recover quickly can be a threat. After hundreds of hits, the king
begins to feel pain all over his body. But in a split second, meruem tears of Netero's right leg. He requires netero to stop the bleeding, otherwise he will die of blood loss. He asks for his name again and praises Netero as a human being. Netero fires up and tell his opponent not to be so cocky after landing
a lucky punch. The ensuing fight has only taken less than a minute. As Meruem promises to take his left arm and attacks, Netero continues to his stance. Before the attack, Meruem tears off Netero's left arm and asks again for his name. But Netero just laughs it off and scoffs that he can pray with one
hand left, surprising the king, as prayer comes from the heart. The 100-Type Guanyin Bodhisattva appears behind Meruem and executes the deadly Zero Hand. The extremely powerful attack completely destroys the underground tomb, and Netero then succumbs to an older age. But even if he is
wounded from the attack, the king stands still and praises the Zero Hand attack. Since he is the king of ants, he promises Netero that there will be a special place for the people under his and only only chosen should serve as the food of ants. He asks again for his name, to which Netero answers as
Meruem. On the verge of dying, Netero releases an intense amount of aura, which made the king feel fear for the first time. He sticks two fingers in his chest, thus activating his last attempt at retaliation. Meruem moves away to escape, realizing that he had been on checkmate since the beginning. A
powerful bomb disables, Miniature Rose, destroying the field where they fight. Characters in the Order of Appearance Episodes List of Episodes (2011 series) Chimera Ant arc Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Meruem, Chimera Ant King, is the strongest character
in Hunter x Hunter, bar none. Netero claimed that even one of his royal guards, Neferpitou, was stronger than he was—against Meruem, the old man fought in vain, until he used the Nuclear Bomb + Secret Poison technique. In a universe where a hero gets a chance to face this indestructible monster, not
many of them would have positive prospects about their future. Meanwhile, there are some who are more than capable of ripping Ant King into tiny little pieces. 10 Can Destroy: Edward Elric - Fullmetal Alchemist The short, but spunky, hero of Fullmetal Alchemist is Edward Elric, a teenager with neverbefore-seen alchemical talent (and far more courage derived from his wretched maternal experience.) Can he, perhaps, pull from his inner strength and face Chimera Ant King with confidence? No, he can't, not by himself, not with his brother, not even with the entire character list from the series that
serves as his backup. Meruem is beyond petty human bickering and war-mongering, but he will raze Amestris to the ground just to close them. 9 No chance: Yusuke Urameshi – Yu Yu Hakusho Yusuke of Yu Yu Hakusho fame can, beyond the shadow of all doubts there is, pulverize Meruem into ant-food
before the latter can even consider his next step. All the time spent playing Gungi with Komugi is extremely useful against Netero, a man who relies on drawing complicated patterns to overwhelm his enemies. But going after Yusuke will only end up costing Meruem a literal arm and a leg (if he is unlucky,
he will also get a completely circular hole through the chest courtesy of Spirit Gun.) 8 Can destroy: Light Yagami - Death Note There are strange creatures in death note, soul reapers who maintain diaries that record (and essentially perform) some poor soul death. Yagami/Kira could in theory use the
Death Note against Meruem. However, there have been no rules determining on what kind of life can end with these diaries, meaning that The Ant Kings are possibly immune. In addition, Ryuk is probably unwilling or unable to collect Meruem's soul: which means that Kira will end up a pile of blood legs
after his opponent is through with him. 7 No chance: Ichigo Kurosaki – Bleach Although Meruem may seem indestructible, Netero's coordinated efforts showed some effect on his body, culminating in a few minor tears and scratches after Zero Hand was used. The villain, however, could neither tank nor
avoid the oncoming riot of heat and fire from Neteros heart-bomb, leaving him a gooey mess. Bleach's Ichigo is hardly this week, as a single swing by Tensa Zangetsu has proven to level a mountain range. It would take maybe a Goat Suck Tenshou (or a Juujishou) to cut Meruem's lungs out of his body.
6 Can Destroy: Matoi Ryuko – Kill La Kill Darkness is subtly disguised in Kill la Kill, as an anime metaphor for classism and capitalist violence. Apart from that, Ryuko Matoi remains a human being, albeit with strange paraphernalia that increases her powers enormously. She might be able to hold her own
against Meruem, at least for a few minutes, with her scissor blade doing most of the work for her. At some point, Ant King will be irritated by Ryuko's incessant nagging, and will end his life with a stab from his hypodermic tail. 5 No chance: Naruto Uzumaki - Naruto Naruto is a clown, but a clown with the
six ways Sage Mode. With this, he can basically deny ninjutsu based attacks, and even helped him take down both Madara and Kaguya. Meruem is nowhere near the heavenly level these Naruto antagonists occupy, with his most impressive feat being his ridiculous durability. A minor setback for Naruto,
as he could simply lob one of his Race ShankTailed Beast Bombs in Meruem's general direction and free him from this deadly coil. 4 Can Destroy: Gon Freecss – Hunter X Hunter Is it really fair to compare the main character in a series with one of the main antagonists? Yes, when the so-called hero does
not even try to fight Meruem (is more focused on what happened to his uncle Kite.) Neferpitou mentions that Adult Gon has enough to pose a significant threat to Chimera Ant King — but Child Gon is a total joke by comparison. That's not to say he'd be completely helpless in front of Meruem. On the
contrary, he would only be most helpless. 3 No chance: Nikaido - Dorohedoro I Dorohedoro, Caiman steals the show most of the time, but it is revealed at the end that Nikaido is odubitably the strongest character. If necessary, she can escape Meruem by conjure up a door to some other dimension, but
that's not quite how things will play out. Nikaido is a time-type magician, which means she can turn timelines according to her will. Although this did not have a positive impact on her the first time she discovers her power, to rid the world meruem, she could easily return him back to the nasty egg he comes
from. 2 can destroy: Spike Spiegel - Cowboy Spike from Cowboy Bebop is a one he has good intentions, but life somehow gets in the way. Sharpshooter though he may be, his bullets won't even dent Meruem's carapace. A rocket-launcher would be a better option if only to create a distraction while
Spike escapes to the warm chest of outer space. There he can be safe from Ant King, but in a world (futuristic or not) filled with just humans, it's only a matter of time until Meruem consumes the planet and potentially acquires much greater power. 1 No chance: Saitama - One-Punch Man Saitama
appellation, One-Punch Man, is not easy to serve. His fights don't take longer than a second, unless the opponent is a cosmic device brimming with electric power (in which case it takes about a minute.) Meruem is categorically not on the same level as Boros, who receives a rare honor, serious series:
serious punch. While Saitama has been known to have problems with insects, Ant Kings is not enough for a challenge for him. NEXT: Bleach: The 10 transformations of Ichigo Kurosaki Next as Akatsuki member are you, based on your zodiac sign? Related topics about author Ajay Aravind (196 articles
published) more from Ajay Aravind Aravind
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